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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS 305 

The translation as a whole is adequate, though it might with advantage have been 
more free: nor will the unnecessary use of foreign technical terms make the book easier 
for the general reader. There are one or two solecisms, such as the opening sentence of 
No. 20, p. 46, and (on p. 69, No. 50), ' but over the forehead hair is a flourish and, as it 
were, belts ': obscurities, such as the passage in the first two lines of p. 58: and words 
misused, such as (No. 2I, p. 47) ' neck composed for insertion in a statue' (No. 44, p. 63), 
' lining section,' and (No. II, p. 39) ' no bow it neck,' which might be thought simply a 
misprint were it not for the occurrence of the just excusable phrases ' in nape ' (No. 2I, 
p. 47) and 'in the nape ' (No. 25, p. Si and No. I04, p. I07). 

The photographs, with a very few exceptions (explained by difficulties of position and 
lighting) are excellent, and the form of the book is attractive. We hope that Dr. Poulsen 
will fulfil his promise of coming to England again. 

B. A. 

THE ROMAN IMPERIAL COINAGE. By HAROLD MATTINGLY, M.A., and EDWARD A. SYDENHAM, 

M.A. Vol. i. With an Introduction and i6 plates. London: Spink & Son, Ltd., 1923. pp. 279, 

soins. X 6iins. I5s. 

A handy and reliable guide to the coinage of the Roman Empire has long been 
needed. It is well that the task of producing it should have been entrusted to two such 
competent specialists as I'ir. MViattingly and MVir. Sydenham. Their names are a sufficient 
guarantee that it will be thorough, scholarly, and well abreast of the results of the most 
recent researches. A most auspicious beginning has been made, and the remaining 
volumes will be eagerly awaited. The present instalment covers the period from Augustus 
to Vitellius. The lists of coins are conveniently arranged, the illustrations reasonably 
numerous, the indexes exceptionally full and good. The various prolegomena and the 
explanatory notes supply the general reader with just the kind of information that he 
is likely to want. It is true that some of the theories they embody have not yet secured 
the universal assent of numismatists, but in a handbook of this sort it is probably necessary 
to be dogmatic, and novices will find the Introduction helpful and instructive. 

The authors have left the critic little to lay hold of. But a ftw trifics may be noted. 
If the line of Lucan, which is quoted in the second footnote on p. 2, is introduced merely 
as an illustration, it serves its purpose well enough ; if, on the other hand, it is meant for 
a proof, it can hardly be accepted as evidence. Again, is it not sweeping to say, as is done 
in discussing the S C of Antioch on p. io 'It is scarcely thinkable that a local senate, 
as some have suggested, should have used the formula of the Roman ? Local senates 
now and then did so (e.g. Dessau, 6299 f.), even within sight of the Seven Hills (ibid. 6245). 
Similarly, the broad statement that ' Republican denarii are only occasionally found in 
our island ' might mislead the uhwary. In Britain, as elsewhere, they seem to have 
circulated freely until Flavian times, Newstead alone yielded nine. Finally, lovers of 
Greek coins may be disposed to demur to one or two of the expressions used in the com- 
parisons drawn on pp. 2i and 22. The accuracy of the typography is all the more 
creditable in view of the fact that the book was printed abroad. Occasionally, however, 
the compositor's stock of square brackets sppears to have run short (pp. 23, 32, and 39), 
while in the first paragraph of p. 27 the substitution of ' became ' for ' because ' has 
played havoc with a sentence whose original syntax was but ill-adapted to withstand 
such a shock. 

G. M. 

THE MONUMENTUM ANCYRANUM. Edited by E. G. HARDY, Principal of Jesus College, Oxford. 
pp. i66. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 8s. 6d. n. 

As a text book for University students, which is all that Dr. Hardy professes to offer, 
this volume deserves, and is sure of, a hearty welcome. There has been no English 
commentary at once adequate and readily accessible, and the masterly Latin edition of 
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306 NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS. 

Mommsen must be admitted to be heavy reading, espzcially for those whose time is 
short. Dr. Hardy provides text, translation, and commentary. The translation repro- 
duces successfully the m2asured and dignified style of Augustus. The commentary, which 
naturally draws largely on Mommsen (though Dr. Hardy is too good a scholar to follow 
blindly), is very full and quotes freely from ancient authorities; and in view of the fact 
that the MS. had to pass through a Braille stage, no one can fail to regard it as a remarkable 
achievement. It is hardly to be expected, however, that a book produced under such 
unfavourable conditions should be wholly immune from criticism, and it may be helpful 
to indicate some points where improvement is possible, or reconsideration seems desirable, 
when a second edition is called for. 

For the text Dr. Hardy has been content to follow Mommsen ' almost without 
exception ' (p. 2), ' without question or remark ' (p. I2), though in places his text has been 
improved upon; and he omits the brackets which distinguish uncertain from certain 
readings. The omission was evidently imposed on him, but acquiescence in it made it 
imperative to call attention to the comparatively few places where there is serious doubt 
about the text, e.g. in c. iii, where superstitibus does not properly fill the gap, as Mommsen 
was careful to note, or in c. xviii, where Mommsen said of his own restoration ' quae 
posui non uno nomine displicent, sed meliora non inveni,' but where there can be little 
doubt that Augustus spoke offru[mentarias et n]umma[ria]s t[esseras]. In these, as in other, 
matters more account should have been taken of the work of later scholars. In the Intro- 
duction we should have welcomed some estimate of the document as a whole, and some 
discussion of the question whether the apparent date of composition can be accepted 
without qualification in view of the difficulties involved. In the commentary the following 
points may be noted. P. 26 f. The interpretation of factio in Augustus' first statement 
as the party of the liberators does not properly suit the context, and runs counter not 
only to Velleius (as Dr. Hardy allows), but also to the epitome of Livy and to Annals, i, Io, 
where Tacitus is clearly parodying the opening sentences of the Monumentum. P. 28 f. 
One item which figured only in Cicero's proposal is included in the decrees actually 
passed, and the imperium was not conferred on Jan. 7-that was the day on which it was 
assumed at Spoletium. P. 30. It seems to be implied that it is not recorded how the 
consular comitia were held, but Dio tells us (46. 45, 3). P. 34 f. The text should hardly 
have been allowed to stand, in view of the new evidence quoted in the note, which 
Mommsen would certainly have accepted as conclusive evidence against the correctness 
of his own theory about the legions retained and subsequently created by Augustus. 
P. 4I. Augustus was cos. ii in 33 (not 34) and cos. iii in 31 (not 32). P. 44. Can it be 
stated as a fact that in 22 B.c. Augustus took over ' the whole controllership of the corn 
supply including charge of importation, gratuitous distribution, regulation of prices, as a 
permanent branch of administration ' ? Augustus' own words suggest that the curatio 
annonae was temporary, and the other facts are consistent. He certainly did not pay the 
cost of the corn distributions (which seems to be implied) ; nor can it be held that the 
praetorian curators were in the same category as the consular (A.D. 6) or that they were 
replaced by the praefectus annonae. P. 50. The triumviral power is regarded as having 
been illegally retained for one year after the expiry of the second term (end of 33), on 
P. 151 for two years. The facts are notoriously obscure, but it seems that some time in 
32 Augustus wished to drop the title, at any rate, and regarded the taking of the military 
oath as a mandate to conduct war against Antony (per consensum universorum, etc., a phrase 
rightly interpreted by Dr. Hardy). P. 56. In support of the view that Augustus took 
the census of 28 as consul, the censorial powers of that office being automatically evoked by 
a resolution of the Senate decreeing a census, Dr. Hardy quotes an inscription of a 
municipal magistrate II vir quinquennalis ex s. c. et d. d. and refers s.c. to the Roman 
Senate. That is highly improbable. The inscription proceeds augur ex d. d. creatus, 
and we should be content to say with Dessan ' mira haec senatus et decurionum distinctio.' 
P. 67. Fortuna Redux is hardly ' Fortune the Home-comer.' P. 74. Consillis publicis 
interesse is interpreted ' to become a Senator ' and on this interpretation an argument 
is partly based. That it means ' to attend m2etings of the Senate ' seems to be clearly 
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shown by Dio's phraseology (compared with S6, I7) and by the fact that when Gaius 
attained the consulship (and became a Senator), he ceased to hold the equestrian title 
of princeps iuventuttis. P. 8o. The insertion of the largess given to veterans in 29 B.C. 
between the second last (5 B.C.) and the last (2 B.C.) of many gifts to the plebs is explained 
as an after-thought. But why should Augustus insert it at that point ? It was evidently 
intended to come at the end of the list, and Mommsen's suggestion that the largess of 
2 B.C. iS a later addition seems a probable explanation. P. 98. The cura viarum was 
taken over in 20 B.C. (not II). P. II5. Among the Pisidian colonies here enumerated 
Iconium is wrongly included, while Lystra is omitted; the same omission occurs on 
p. 135, and in both places ' Comana ' should be ' Comama.' There is no real evidence 
for dating the creation of prov. Moesia about 12-10 B.C. (so also pp. 14I-2): its establish- 
ments seems to belong to the years A.D. i-6, and to synchronize with the withdrawal of 
troops from the governor of Macedonia. P. 155. The extraordinarily limited time- 
reference attributed to Tacitus' consulem se ferens, etc., if we rightly understand 
Dr. Hardy's meaning, is surely not credible (cp. Haverfield in this _ournal, vol. ii). 

These are some points which seenii worthy of reconsideration, if and when opportunity 
offers, but they do not seriously detract from the solid value of a book which more than 
fulfils Dr. Hardy's very modest hope that it may prove of some assistance to young 
students. 

The volume is well produced: misprints are not numerous, though we have noted 
a certain number, both in words and figures. 

J. G. C. A. 

LES GRAFFITES DE LA GRAUFESENQUE. Par L'ABBE F. HERMET. Rodez: 1923, PP. I83. 20 francs. 

Canon Hermet in this work publishes a series of graffiti resembling those discovered 
by himself and others at La Graufesenque between i88o and 1903, and 
reproduced by Dechelette in Les Vases ornts (I, 85-92) ; but whereas those were mere 
fragments and only numbered seven, the new series numbers 36, of which 25 are complete 
or nearly so. Each item is a Samian dish on the bottom of which has been scratched 
a record consisting of personal names, names of types of vase, numbers and sizes: e.g. 
VERECVNDOS CANASTRI S = D. Here we recognise the name Verecundus, 
connected with 500 ' canistri ' (for canistra), perhaps Dragendorff's shape 30, each 
having a capacity of eight (six + two) unciae, that is, i-88 litre. No doubt, as the author 
suggests, Verecundus is the maker of these ' canastri.' Whether the entry represents an 
order given to Verecundus or a note of goods made by him is less certain. Canon Hermet 
inclines to the latter view, and thinks that the employer made these notes in order to 
serve as accounts of sums due to his workmen at piece rates. The entry quoted above is 
a single line, and each graffito contains as a rule about fifteen lines ; the bulk of text 
recovered, all of which is excellently reproduced in collotype, is therefore considerable. 
There are over eighty personal names, the forms of which in many cases throw an interest- 
ing light on the phonology of the local vernacular in the middle of the first century, 
which is the date of the graffiti: many of the names are Gaulish, and those which are 
Latin are Gallicised and corrupted in various ways. The names of vases show similar 
corruptions : acetabula becoming acitabli, catilla becoming catili, and so forth. There 
are twenty-nine different names of vases ; some of these are familiar, others, like uxsedia, 
pedales, triatali, duprosopi, are hitherto unknown. The value of the publication, as 
throwing light on the organisation of the Graufesenque potteries, is unmistakable ; and 
the fact that this handful of graffiti records the manufacture of close on a million vessels 
gives an impressive idea of the energy with which the Graufesenque factories worked. 

R. G. C. 
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